Brief Introduction of Xinjiang University Of Finance and Economics

Xinjiang University of Finance and Economics was originally established in April, 1950. In December 2000, former Xinjiang Institute Of Finance and Economics, Xinjiang Economic Management Cadre Institute and Xinjiang School of Finance and Taxation merged and formed into a new Xinjiang Institute of Finance and Economics. In March 2007, approved by Ministry of Education, the school changed its name to Xinjiang University of Finance and Economics.

The school covers a total area of 630501.78 square meters, of which the north campus covers an area of 561616 square meters, the south campus covers an area of 58255 square meters, Yingbin road campus 10630.78 square meters.

Xinjiang University of Finance and Economics is autonomous region's key construction university giving priority to economics, management with coordinated development of literature, law, science and technology. At present, the school has formed the omni-directional and multi-level talent cultivation system of postgraduate student education, undergraduate education, continuing education and education for foreign students studying in China. As of August 31, 2016, the school has 20079 student of all kinds, including 1858 post graduate students, 11147 full-time undergraduates, 6880 adult undergraduates and junior college students, 194 foreign students. In-service teaching and administrative staff 1301 people, including 810 full-time teachers, teachers with above associate senior professional titles account for 44.07%, among full-time teachers,174 are doctors, 429 are masters, teachers with master’s or higher degree account for 74.44% of full-time teachers.

Now the school has 16 colleges, two professional teaching research departments, and sets up attached school of continuing education. It has Central Asia Economic and Trade Research Institute, Regional Economic and Financial Research Institute and other research institutions, it has 3 key research bases of humanities and social science in common colleges and universities of the autonomous region China (Xinjiang) and Central Asia Regional Economic Cooperation Research Center, Xinjiang Enterprise Development Research Center, Xinjiang Social Economic
Statistics Research Center as well as Central Asia Economic and Trade Research and Chinese talents cultivation base. New Chinese Proficiency Test (HSK) Xinjiang University of Finance and Economics examination site, National HSK (MHK) test Xinjiang site and IELTS test (IELTS) Xinjiang site are set up at the university.

The school has established counterpart support relations with Renmin University of China, Central University of Finance and Economics, Northeast University of Finance and Economics, Southwest University of Finance and Economics; set up partnership with more than 30 universities such as Concordia University in USA, Asia University in Japan, University of Birmingham in UK and so on, and established Confucius Institute with Jubanuo National University of Aktobe State, Kazakhstan.

Xinjiang University of Finance and Economics began to recruit foreign students in 1986, has so far enrolled more than 5000 foreign students, and more than 3500 people have graduated (completed their courses). Foreign students education program in our school includes preparatory, undergraduate, master degree candidate, doctoral candidate and other levels, involving cooperation with colleges and universities such as the United States, Japan, South Korea, Russia, Ukraine, Kazakhstan and other countries.

**Brief Introduction of International Education College**

International Education College of Xinjiang University of Finance and Economics was established in April 2010, and is a comprehensive education institution responsible for various affairs of Xinjiang University of Finance and Economics such as recruiting foreign student, teaching, management and services, scientific research and Chinese international promotion and so on. It mainly undertakes Chinese teaching management work of non-academic overseas students in our school, meanwhile responsible for graduation scores determination, graduation registration, certificate issuing of degree students as well as international student status, visa management. International Education College is the important department to carry out the strategy of "Basing on Xinjiang, facing the west, radiating Central Asia" in our school, has undertaken a series of work such as “Central Asian Economic and Trade Research and
Chinese Talent Training Base” and construction of Confucius Institute and so on, and is the important department for our school to participate in the work of “Chinese popularization”. International Education College offers foreign students various Chinese culture experiencing courses and social practice projects, and provides scholarship of Confucius Institute, scholarship of autonomous region people’s government, doctor education scholarship of Xinjiang University of Finance and Economics and other kinds of scholarship.

International Education College consists of four sections such as comprehensive office, academic affairs office, recruitment and service office as well as Central Asia economic and trade research and Chinese talent training base. It now has 7 people.

International Education College depends on the professional educating characteristics of various subjects, adheres to the management idea of "inclusiveness, pragmatism, innovation", develops foreign students education with characteristics of our school, expands cooperation between Xinjiang University of Finance and Economics and international well-known universities, allowing more students of the university go abroad, meanwhile attracting more international students to study at this university, expanding our school’s international reputation and influence to vigorously promote the process of education internationalization in our school.

Student Recruitment Brochure with scholarship of Confucius Institute

The funding objects of Confucius Institute’s scholarship are non Chinese nationals who are physically and mentally healthy without bad behavior records, have been admitted to our school in advance in Confucius institute scholarship and are 16-35 years old (the age of incumbent Chinese teachers is relaxed to 45 years old, the bachelor's degree limit is 20 years old) , and voluntarily accept regulations about foreign students issued by China and China's Xinjiang University of Finance and Economics.

Confucius Institute’s scholarship is divided into full scholarship or partial scholarship according to subsidizing content. Full scholarship includes tuition,
accommodation, living expenses (excluding trainees researchers) and comprehensive medical insurance premium; partial scholarship includes: tuition, accommodation and comprehensive medical treatment insurance premium.

**Submitting application materials:**

1. Scanned page of passport photo. Applicants under the age of 18 years old shall be formally commissioned by their parents to foreigners living in China or Chinese as the foreign students’ guardians, and submit the guardian guarantee notarization materials.

2. Thescanned HSK, HSKK report (valid for two years).

3. Recommendation letter issued by the head of institution (objectively evaluating the applicant and indicating whether they are Confucius institute students or other identities; on-the-job Chinese teachers should attach the incumbency certification and recommendation letter issued by employing institution.)

If the above certification documents are not Chinese or English version, relevant notarization documents should be provided.

In 2017, our school’s Confucius Institute scholarship application categories and application conditions are as follows:

**One School Year Trainee Researchers**

In September, 2017, funding deadline is 11 months. International students who are still learning in China after January 1, 2017 are not admitted.

It offers advanced courses of Chinese language and literature, Chinese history, Chinese philosophy respectively to students and scholars who are engaged in Chinese translation and sinology. HSK scores of applicants should reach Level 4, 180 points, HSKK reaches intermediate. It offers full scholarship or partial scholarship according to nation, application order and Chinese level.

**A Semester Trainee Researchers**
Admission is in September, 2017, or in March 2018, funding period is at least 5 months. Those who have experience of studying in China will not be admitted.

It offers advanced courses of Chinese language and literature, Chinese history, Chinese philosophy respectively to students and scholars who are majoring in Chinese communication related specialties. HSK scores of applicants should reach Level 3, 210 points, with HSKK grades. It offers full scholarship or partial scholarship respectively according to nation, application order and Chinese level.

Four-week Trainee Researchers

The students will be enrolled in July or December of 2017, and study four weeks with full scholarship. The applicants must have HSK score report and have no experience of coming to China for study.

Offering Chinese international education courses to Chinese teachers.

Matters Needing Attention:

1. The students who won "Confucius Institute Scholarship Certificate" in 2017 in all kinds of Chinese bridge competitions do not need to apply and should complete the admission audit procedure by scholarship certificate.

2. After determining admission, Xinjiang University of Finance and Economics will send Admission Notice, Notice for Registration, Visa Application Form (JW202) for Foreign Students to Study in China and other admission materials to recommended institution before July 1 of every year, which will be passed to the applicant himself or herself by the recommendation institution.

3. When applicants fill out the application form, please fill in mobile phone, telephone and home address, so as to issue the admission notice accurately.

4. If a student is not qualified in the entrance examination, the scholarship qualification will be canceled.

Contact us:
Contact: Lili (Sarah)

Address: Confucius Institute at Troy University
Exhibition hall, Bibb Graves Hall
Troy University, Troy, AL, 36082
E-mail: lhu@troy.edu
Tel: 334-808-6514 (office)